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CFM application in vascular

Ultrasound color �ow mapping (shortening as CFM) has been 
extensively used in clinical diagnosis. Velocity of blood �ow is 
calculated through a lag-one auto-correlation [1] method 
using the beamformed and �ltered receiving signals. The 
magnitude of velocity relative to the direction of ultrasound 
beam propagation can be obtained and thus is applicable to 
detecting a laminar �ow, which is widespread in the human 
blood circulatory system. A typical instance can be found in 
the carotid artery, where the �ow pattern is close to a parabolic 
pro�le. The maximum velocity can be calculated by an angle 
correction for the measured value. Similarly, the laminar �ow is 
also found in some fairly large and straight arteries, such as the 
femoral artery, cerebral artery, brachial artery, and abdominal 
aortic artery, as well as a number of veins. A maximum blood 
velocity at peak systole associated with spectral Doppler 
analysis and a high resolution B-mode image can usually be 
employed to diagnose arterial plaques [2,3].

CFM faces challenge 

However, not only the laminar �ow, but also a more 
complicated �ow can be discovered in some bifurcations or 
bended vessels, such as carotid bifurcation and bulb. Some 
studies [4-6] have shown that formation and growth of arterial 
plaques is particularly prone to taking place in a vessel with a 
complicated shape, where a vortex �ow can be found. Such 
complex �ows cannot be detected by conventional CFM as it 
only measures a one-dimensional velocity. Moreover, the 
laminar �ow will completely change even in a long and 

Introduction

CFM working principle

In CFM, ultrasound beams are emitted into the region of 
interest (ROI). One color image line requires multiple 
transmissions since the velocity has to be estimated using as 
many samples as possible to increase the accuracy. The 
number of samples used is called the ensemble size and is 
usually 8 to 16, with a compromise of accuracy and frame rate. 
One image contains a number of image lines and each color 
line needs many emissions. Thus, the frame rate of a color 
Doppler image is decreased by a factor of ensemble size 
compared to a normal gray-scale B-mode image.

Technology

straight vessel when the �ow is blocked by a plaque. 
Investigation of blood �ow, particularly in pathological or 
curved vessels, requires an advanced �ow-measuring method, 
where both the absolute magnitude of the velocity and the 
�ow direction should be obtained for an optimal diagnosis.

V Flow changes the way

In our new generation device, a novel ultrasound-based 
technology called V Flow will be demonstrated that can 
dynamically visualize the blood �ow , avoiding the 
inconvenience of angiography. Rather than a series of static 
images, the �uidity will be displayed with dynamic arrows 
indicating the �ow process. Both the magnitude and direction 
of the �ow can be measured at any location in the vessel.



Fig. 1: Scan sequence of conventional CFM

CFM technical limits

By increasing the pulse repetition frequency (PRF), the frame 
rate of the color Doppler image can be increased. This also 
increases the maximum detectable velocity and reduces the 
aliasing problem. However, the PRF is also restricted to the 
maximum scanning depth as there has to be enough time for 
a round trip of the wave. For example, examination of a 
common carotid artery requires an image display with a depth 
of 4 to 5 cm. The maximum PRF is then around 15KHz, which is 
calculated by PRF = 1/(Depth

V Flow works di�erently

In Mindray's new ultrasound system Resona 7, a much more 
powerful and newly structured platform with an extremely 
high frequency is used, and is very �exible due to the 
availability of arbitrary beamforming methods. Therefore, 
multiple image lines will be generated after a single 
transmission, and continuous Doppler transmission scanning is 
applied for the same region of interest, thus continuous clutter 
�ltering can be achieved, to avoid a transient state compared 
to the conventional color Doppler imaging. 

Fig. 2: Scan sequence of V Flow

Fig. 3: Example for velocity obtained from two beams. Both the velocity and 
direction are obtained from an angle compounding technique, 

where  is the compounding velocity, and  and  are Doppler measured velocities.V V V1 2

To derive the direction of velocity of �ow at any location, multi-
directional transmissions and receptions are employed as 
shown in Fig. 2, and then a true velocity with accurate direction 
can be calculated by an angle-compounding technology as 
shown in Fig. 3, which shows an example where compounding 
and regression analysis of two angles is applied giving more 
angles, resulting in an over-determined system [7-9]. The 
velocities at any location are obtained as long as the area is 
scanned by the multi-directional beams. Focused beams are 
also transmitted alternatively and used to generate B-mode 
image lines. The interleaved transmissions with multi-
directional and focused beams, ensure both high-sensitivity 
vector �ow imaging and high-resolution B-mode imaging, 
respectively [10].

In order to demonstrate the blood �ow more intuitively, an 
innovative display has been developed [7]. The vector 
velocities at arbitrary locations within the ROI can be derived at 
each time instance and thus the �uidity of blood can be 
achieved by continuously updating the positions of detected 
red blood cells in the vessel according to the calculated vector 
velocities as shown in Fig. 4. In this system, colored arrows are 
used to present both velocity and direction of the �ow. The 
length of the arrow also denotes the velocity. The quantitative 
values including velocities and their directions can be shown 
where the cursor is located as presented in Fig. 5 [11]. An 
adjustable ROI can be manipulated arbitrarily by users, where 
the maximum and mean velocities are displayed, and the 
variance of the �ow angles inside ROI is calculated, which is a 
good way to give a quantitative measure for the turbulence. 

Innovative display technology



Fig. 4: Dynamic display of vector arrows. Left figure: Frame 1, green arrows indicate 
current flow velocity and direction and right figure: Frame 2, red arrows represent flow 
moves forward from the dotted green arrows which correspond to green arrows in 
Frame 1. CCA: common carotid artery; ICA: internal carotid artery; ECA: external carotid 
artery.

Frame 1 Frame 2

Fig. 5: The velocity and its direction are shown with their physical units at the right 
image parameter display area. The parameters are updating as a function of frames and 
places where the cursor is located.

Wall Shear Stress (WSS) is an important parameter for clinical 
studies of arterial diseases. There are various clinical researches 
[12-14] using the WSS as an evaluating key factor presenting 
the relation between the WSS and di�erent arterial diseases. 
Conventional method for calculating WSS is based on MRI. For 
V Flow's new generation, the WSS is calculated using 
ultrasound, which is more convenient and much easier to be 
obtained. The algorithm can be formulated by [15,16]

Calculation of Wall Shear Stress 
(WSS) based on V Flow

where τ is the WSS, μ is the blood viscosity, v is the blood �ow 
velocity calculated by V Flow. The WSS is calculated at a 
position r=R, normally on the wall of the vessel (intima). 

Clinical values of V Flow

Millisecond level temporal resolution which can detect the 
tiny hemodynamic changes and provide more valuable 
information than conventional color Doppler 

Grayscale display intuitively shows the spatial distribution of 
blood �ow, which shows better �ow sensitivity than 
conventional power Doppler

Arrow color/ length, and direction indicate blood �ow 
velocity and direction respectively which helps doctors easily 
capture abnormal hemodynamics change

Complex �ow imaging illustrating laminar, vortex, secondary, 
and retrograde �ows allows better understanding 
hemodynamics in di�erent conditions

Quantitative measurement of velocity and direction at an 
arbitrary location, and display for velocity curves at three 
di�erent location in the same cardiac cycle and same 
moment , minimizes time-domain in�uence factors and 
improves measurement accuracy

Three measurements of volume �ow implemented based on 
vector �ow imaging o�ers more precise volume �ow value

Wall Shear Stress (WSS) calculation at three locations based 
on vector �ow imaging opens a new way in studying early 
plaque development

V Flow has been applied to di�erent types of �ow in the 
carotid artery to �nd any di�erence in comparison to the 
conventional CFM method. 

Case1. Laminar �ow occurs in the �at carotid artery as shown 
in Fig. 6 - Angle steering for CFM

Clinical case studies of V Flow vs CFM

The vector �ow results can be displayed slower than real-time 
with an ultra-high frame rate up to over 400 Hz, so complex 
�ow patterns with an extremely high velocity can be captured 
[7,8]. Snapshots for �ows such as laminar, turbulent, secondary, 
vortex and contra �ows can be demonstrated intuitively in this 
unique imaging technology, an integral part of the ultrasound 
diagnostic V Flow system.

CFM with angle steering V Flow



V Flow can provide unique quantitative measurements, 
including velocities curves (Fig. 8), volume �ow (Fig. 9), and 
WSS (Fig. 10) for clinical studies.

Three velocity curves along with time are plotted at the 
bottom of the image as shown in Fig. 8.

Quantitative measures 
provided by V Flow

Measurement of volume flow for carotid artery as shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 6: Laminar flow at CCA. CCA is parallel to the probe surface and steered angle is used 
in conventional CFM. It shows a uniform forward flow towards the probe. The laminar 
flow profile cannot be interpreted. In contrast, V Flow not only indicates the flow 
direction with intuitive arrows, but also represents the character of laminar flow, 
meaning fast flow in the center and slow flow near the vessel wall.  

Case2. Hemodynamics in CCA, ICA, ECA and jugular vein as 
shown in Fig. 7

CFM

Fig. 7: Jugular vein and carotid bifurcation where the CCA, ICA and ECA are shown in one 
image. CFM shows flow in Jugular vein and carotid artery run different directions but 
lacks of detailed hemodynamic. Differently, V Flow not only see flow direction 
intuitively, but also the flow velocity change in Jugular vein and carotid. Jugular vein as 
the white arrow points has brighter color  than carotid artery. It tells the flow in Jugular 
vein flow speed faster than in the carotid artery, which can't be derived from CFM. 

V Flow

 Systole

Fig. 8: Three velocity-time curves at three different places are shown. At systole, t = 0.2s 
(see the yellow line indicator at the time line), the velocities become maximum and the 
arrows become long and turn to red. At diastole, t = 0.82s, the velocities become much 
smaller and the arrows become short and turn to yellow and green. Note that the 
velocity magnitude is also displayed with its corresponding color according to the 
upper left colorbar. The three velocities curves are different since the curve A is at the 
middle of the vessel and bigger than others which are closed to the vessel wall.

Diastole

Fig. 9: Three measurements can be made for volume flow at the same image. The cardiac 
cycle is selected by VF and VF' in terms of the velocity curve as shown at the bottom of 
the image. Therefore, the volume flow is calculated according to one cardiac cycle 
based on vector flow velocities. The diameter is also shown along with the volume flow 
as presented in right middle of the image.

WSS measurements at three different places as shown in Fig. 10. 

Fig. 10: Three WSS measurements are made at three di�erent places. At each measurement, the 
maximum and mean values are shown at the right middle of the image.

The white paper presented a novel visualization for blood �ow, 
in which color arrows are displayed, instead of the color map of 
a conventional Doppler ultrasound image. The color arrows 
show both the velocity and direction of the �ow, which is also 
dynamically and intuitively demonstrated when the video is 
displayed.

Clinical results are showing that the new method gives much 
more detail with di�erent types of �ow in the carotid artery 
compared to conventional CFM. Various quantitative 
measurements are provided by V Flow and further extensive 
clinical research will highlight the real clinical value of using V 
Flow, and will open new ways for investigation of the 
pathologies of vessels.

Conclusion
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